CAUTION

THIS ROOF IS UNDER WARRANTY UNTIL (INSERT YEAR) WITH (INSERT MANUFACTURER). ALL ACCESS IS TO BE RESTRICTED WITHOUT FACILITIES MANGER'S PERMISSION & LOG ENTRY. REPAIR WORK, IF NECESSARY, SHOULD BE PERFORMED ONLY BY AN AUTHORIZED APPLICATOR. FOR LEAK REPAIRS, CONTACT (INSERT MANUFACTURER) @ (INSERT MANUFACTURER WARRANTY CLAIM DEPARTMENT PHONE NUMBER) AND PROVIDE THEM WITH WARRANTY NUMBER. QUESTIONS REGARDING THIS ROOF OR ANY POTENTIAL WORK PERTAINING TO THIS ROOF, PLEASE CONTACT BUILDING MANAGER @ DFCMROOF@UTAH.GOV

NOTE: THIS SIGN IS TO BE PROVIDED AND INSTALLED ON AN INTERIOR WALL NEAR ALL ROOF ACCESS POINTS

WARRANTY #: ROOFING CONTRACTOR:
WARRANTY TYPE: CONTRACTOR
INSTALLATION DATE: TELEPHONE #:
MANUFACTURER'S CONTRACTOR ADDRESS:
ADDRESS: ROOF MEMBRANE TYPE.

SCREEN PRINTED ROOF PLAN TO BE PROVIDED IN THIS SPACE - THIS IS TO INDICATE THE LOCATIONS OF THE ROOFING PROJECT TO SHOW WHERE WARRANTIES APPLY - ARCHITECT SHALL SUPPLY PLAN DURING THE SUBMITTAL PHASE

.060 ALUMINUM SIGN WITH SCREEN PRINTED BACKGROUND AND LETTERING - PROVIDE WITH RADIUSED CORNERS AND NO SHARP EDGES

USE APPROPRIATE FASTENERS AT EACH CORNER FOR WALL TYPE WHERE BEING INSTALLED

PROVIDE SUBMITTAL ON FINAL DESIGN OF SIGN - ALL FINAL VERBIAGE AND GRAPHICS WILL BE DETERMINED DURING THE SUBMITTAL PHASE

GENERAL DFCM ROOFING DETAILS

WARRANTY SIGN

NO SCALE